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Summary
After flights with the VFW 614 under severe icing conditions,
damage to the engines was found.
In wind tunnel tests, a determination of the origin of this
ice was made--it is supposed that the damage was caused by this
ice. On the modified flight test model of the VFW 614 on a 1:15
scale, measurements were conducted in the VFW-Fokker wind tunnel
from 11/28 to 12/9/75 with exposed particles which represented she
free ice.
The results of this testing are presented in this report. The
report consists of 4 parts:
Part 1: Calculations of path, as a preliminary consideration for
critical ice generation (W. Burgsmuller)
Part 2: Similarity laws, as preparation for wind tunnel tests with
ice release (H. Franz)
Part 3: Measurement Report, Description of the set-up, Implementa-
tion and results (P. May)
Part 4: Summary of Results (G. Anders)
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Subject: Approximation Calculation of the Path of an Ice Chunk
Broken Off the Nose of the VFW 614
Summary: By means of an approximation calculation it shall be checked
whether the ice chunks sent into the engine of the VFW 614 in flight
originated at the nose of the aircraft.
The computation results show that for a positive angle of in-
cidence of 3 - 4 o
 in the upper nose region,	 separating ice follows
paths leading either directly into the engine or to its direct
vicinity. It is therefore possible that the source of the engine
damage is due to icing of the fuselage nose.
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1. Introduction
In a preliminary investigation it was to be determined whether
it would be possible for ice chunks breaking off the fuselage nose
of the VFW 614 to get into the engine.
The calculation was initially performed for of = 0 °and four
different-size ice cubes. In order to do this, the pressure dis-
tribution on the fuselage-side was determined from a wind tunnel
measurement. The assumptions on which the calculation are based
are:
-incompressible and
-fuselage-parallel streaming in all considered sections.
The same assumptions were made in two additional computations
which were designed to explain the influence of the angle between
fuselage axis and ice chunk, and the angle of incidence.
2. Flight Data
The following flight data serves as input values for the path
calculation:
-altitude:	 1000-2000 m
-velocity:	 200 kn CAS
-angle of incidence: 3-40
-temperature:	 0 OC
From this data results an average stagnation pressure of
q 	 = 650 kp/ m 2 ( index H = full-scale design) .
OD
3. Path Assumptions
Regarding the path of the ice chunk, the following simplifying
assumptions are made:
-the ice chunk breaks off from the middle of the nose
-the path from the nose to the engine is broken into three segments
(S 1 - S 3 )(see fig. 1):
S 1 = radius of the nose
S2 = cone
S 3 = parallel piece
3
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-up to the end of the 2nd segment, the path of the ice chunk in the
x-y plane, is parallel to the fuselage wall; there it releases
parallel to the cone section at a 25 0 angle to the fuselage long-
itudinal. axis.
4. Assumptions about the Ice Chunks
-The calculation is performed for 4 cases with ice cubes of 1, 2, 3
and 4 cm edge length
-At a density of 1 g/cm 3 , the masses are 1, 8, 27 and 64 g.
-The reference surfaces used to determine resistance are 1, 4, 9
and 16 cm2--regardless of the particular streaming direction.
-The coefficient of resistance is in all cases C W = 0.7.
5. Simplified Assumptions Regarding the Local Air Velocities
-First, the c p-values of a wind tunnel measurement were converted
into stagnation pressures under flight conditions (see diagram 1)
-In order to simplify the calculations, the average stagnation
pressures were determined from this for the individual computation
segments, and from this again, the average air velocities were
determined.
We have:
q	 = 400 kp / m 2	 v	 =	 85, 28 m / s
"'$ 1 	 ml
q	 = 750 kp / m2	 v	 =	 116,8 m/s
m$2	 m2
2q	 = 800 kp / m	 v	 =
	
m$31	 "'31
qm	 = q	 = 650 kp/  m2
	
$32	 m$33
120,6 m / s
V	 = v	 = v	 = 108; 7 rrVs
m32	 m33	 °D
-As a simplification, it was assumed that the streaming has no
z-component and is directed parallel to the local fuselase wall
(nose or cone) in segments S1 and S 2 , but is parallel to the fuse-
lage in segment S3
4
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-The air density was set in accord with the flight altitude as
3 = 1, 079 kg / m3
-The angle of incidence is o( = 0 0.
6.	 Used Equations
6.1 Designations
F	 [ "'2J
M
	
[kg]
51,2,3	 LM
s	 [m ]
sx, it Z	 Cm I
t	 (sec)
t	 [sec]0
Reference surface of the particular ice chunk
Mass of the particular ice chunk
Length of the fuselage contour line in the particular
computation section (measured in the x-y plane)
Path covered in time t in the streaming direction
by the ice chunk (aircraft-specific)
Components of path covered by the ice chunk in time
t in the x, y, z-system
Time
Time at the beginning of the particular computation
section
[m l 11 	 Average streaming velocity of the air in the parti-
m1,2,3 cular computation section relative to the aircraft
(Direction always parallel to the fuselage contour
and in the x, y-plane
W	 Lm /s] Velocity of the ice chunk in the streaming direction
at time t (aircraft-specific)
W w ,w Crr^/s]	 Components of velocity of the ice chunk at time t
X 1
 Y Z	 in the x, y, z-system
s	 [kg/ m) Density of the air
5
Indices
m	 Conditions in the direction of air flow
o	 State at th,, begir.iing of the particular calculation segment
6.2 Gen=,ral Information
The total instantaneous force acting on the ice chunk is com-
posed of one component parallel to the local air flow and one com-
ponent perpendictlar to it. in the case considered here, the per-
pendicular com 4 ur.ent car again be broken down into one acting in
the horizontal plane of the aircraft (x, y-plane) and one directed
perpendicularly e-.-,4;rward (x, z-plane). In the case under examination
here, it can be a ,:stimed that the path angle of the aircraft is _,^= 0 0
i.e. the z ­d i ie,"_ : 	of the aircraft-specific reference system coin-
cides wit ._­ he ;o -.ectioc; of the acceleration of gravity.
The rorce components have the following effect on the ice chunk:
-In the streaming direction, it is accelerated due to its own
resistance and to the difference of streaming and inherent velocity
-An inherent speed present in the x, y-plane perpendicular to the
initial direction of air flow is retarded due to the resistance of
air.
-In the vertical direction, gravity and air resistance act to accel-
erate or retard, respectively.
6.3 Calculation of Components in the Streaming Direction
The change in velocity of the ice chunk in the streaming direc-
tion results from the equation:
d	 C—F•S	 2
M d  w = 2	 (vm - w)
If we assume that at time t = 0 the speed of the ice chunk is w = w 0
then from (1) after a single integration, we have:
1	 (2)
-w	
2M tV 
M o
6
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This generates a relation between the time and instantaneous
velocity of the ice chunk in the flow direction. But since we know
the initial conditions v  and w o and the path s covered in the flow
direction in the particular section, but not the time needed for
this, equation (2) must be integrated again.
Proceeding from w = dt and the boundary condition
t = O:s = 0 it follows then:
C F ^
s = v	 t - 2_ m
	
In- 
m
W — t) - I n -	 -	 (3)
M	 C F9	 v -w	 2 	 v -w
w	 m o
	
m o
From this equation, the time needed for the path s is determined by
iteration. Since the streaming is always parallel to the fuselage
in the x, y-plane, s = S always, or in the computation section S31
we have s 3 = s3 = S3
x	 x
With the result from (3), the velocity of the ice chunk in the
streaming direction can be determined from (2) at the end of the
particular computation segment.
6.4 Calculation of Components Perpendicular to the Streaming Direction
6.4.1 Diagonal Components in the x-, y-plane
Since the path of the ice chunk in sections S 1 and S2 is always
parallel to the fuselage or streaming according to our assumptions,
then the following calculations must be applied in section S 3 . The
air streaming in section S 3 is fuselage-parallel and thus parallel
to the x-axis of the aircraft. The velocity w2 of the ice chunk
at the end of S 2 or the beginning of S 31 which was flow-parallel
in S 21 must be broken down into an x- and y-component in section S31
relative to the streaming direction there. Thus, the ice chunk at
the beginning of the section S 31 has a velocity component W31 Y dia-
gonal to the incident flow vm 
31 . 
This initial velocity 
w31 is
y
then reduced in this section due to the air resistance during the
flight.
7
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The desired velocity wy (t) results through intagration as:
dw	 C F S
	
M --7 = - w	 2(4)dt	 2	 wY
with the boundary condition
t = 0: w = w
Y	 Yo
1	 (5)
wY
 - t + CwFS t
W	 2m
Yo
The time t is taken from equation (3), i.e. the speed in the y-direc-
tion is determined at the end of the computation segment.
To determine the flight path of the ice chunk relative to
the aircraft, it is necessary to compute the traversed distance
s  within the computed time in the y-direction relative to the
aircraft.
This is obtained by another integration of equation (S) with
the boundary condition t= 0 : s = s
	
Y	 Y'U
C Fg
s- C2 F g	 I " wl +	 2m	 • 
t) - In w,	 (6)
Y	 w
	
Yo	 Yo
6.4.2 Diagonal Components in the x-, z-plane
In a computation of these components, the air resistance is
neglected since the influence along the path in the z-direction is
less than 1%. By means of the gravitation law and the time t deter-
=	 mined from equation (3), the z-components of the ice chunk become:
W =
z
	
	 z
w + g t
	 (7)
o
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and from this, for t = 0 : sZ = sZ
0
 2sZ	 sZ0 + 2 t	 (8)
9  
7.	 Calculation
-Specify the parameters of the ice chunk: m, F, C 
-Determine the air density S
-Compute the constant 	 2 mCF 3
W
-Average the average stagnation pressure of the streaming over the
path length S from diagram 1 and determination of v m from this.
-Insert initial velocity of the ice chunk w0
-Determine the time t belonging to the transit length s by iteration
from equation (3)
-By inserting t into equation (2), compute the velocity of the ice
chunk in the streaming direction reached at the end of transit
length s
-In segment S 31 determine the velocity w  and the path s  from
equations (5) and (6)
-Compute the vertical components s Z and w  from equation (7) and (8).
8.	 Results
The results of the
figs. 2 to 5. In order
departure at the end of
it was assumed that the
at a 230 angle from the
curvature somewhat fartl
in fig. 6.
path calculations for of = 0 0 are found in
to determine the influence of the angle of
the segment S 2 , in an additional calculation
ice chunk loosens not at a 250 angle, but
fuselage, i.e. the follows the fuselage
ter. The result of the calculation is shown
For the sake of simplicity, all p-ith calculations were conducted
for o(= 0 °.
	 Since the flight on which the calculations are based
took place at an angle of incidence of K = 3 - 4 0 , in one case,
the path curve for o(= 40 was determined and presented in fig. 7.
9
The influence of the wind on the streaming field was neglected
in the approximation calculation described here. From an estimation
we do find that this streaming field at p(- 0 °in cases 1 and 2
(fig. 2, 3) and at d = 4 D in all cases (fig. 2 - S) would lift up
the path of the ice chunk in the direction of the engine inlet.
9.	 Conclusions
From the paths illustrated in figs. 2 to 7, we find:
-For the x-y-plane:
-The influence of the size of the ice chunk is low (larger
pieces move on paths shifted toward the fuselage
-The influence of the angle of departure from the fuselage at
the end of segment S 2 is very great (20 angle change causes 18 cm
y-difference in the engine plane)
-The paths lead directly past the outer edge of the engine
or directly into the engine, depending on angle of departure.
-For the x-z-plane:
-The influence of the ice chunk size is very great (larger
pieces = lower paths)
-The quadrant angle of departure and the elevation of the place
from which the ice chunk splits off, likewise have a great influence.
-The path calculations show that it is quite possible that a chunk
of ice splitting off from the upper nose region at an angle of inci-
dence of 3 to 40 , will be accip lerated into the engine.
10
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Figure 1. Main Dimensions
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Fig. 2: Flight Path in Case
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Fig. 3. Flight Path in Case 2
Key: 1-case Z; 2-ice cube with 3-edge length 4-resistance
5-flight path
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Fig. 4. Flight Path in Case 3
Key: 1-case 3.; 2-ice cube with 3-edge length 4-resistance
5-flight path
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REPORT Ef 586, Part 2
Subject: Similarity Laws as Preparation for Wind Tunnel Tests with
Ice Separation
Summary: Within the frame of the aerodynamic investigations on the
VFW 614--ice separation--tests were performed in the VFW Fokker
Eiffel wind tunnel on a scale model. In order to have valuable
results on the flight paths of separated ice particles on the large
scale version, the similarity mechanics for model tests had to be
derived and taken into account.
In part 2 of this report, the model laws and their application
to a specific flight state are presented.
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1. Introduction
When applying scale models to a problem, basically not all
similarity requirements can be fulfilled. One must then decide on
the essentials and formulate the applicable simulation laws. 1-,
particular in the description of free -flight processes in a wind
tunnel--like spiral diving, load dropping or ice break -off--the
dynamic sequence must be taken into account. Other- -usually im-
portant--criteria, as described for instance, by the Mach or Rey-
nolds coefficient, may become unimportant.
2.	 Definitions
Useful lift	 = CL . 'L . V	 12
CL Coefficient of aerodynamic lift
Density of the free-flying body ( here: Ice)
(oL Density of the surrounding medium ( here: Air)
T	 Mass inertia	 = m • b = V • 1 3 • b
b	 Linear acceleration ( general)
9	 Acceleration of gravity ( as special case of b)
M Mass of free-flying body (here: Ice) = n 13^
G	 Gravity of the free-flying body (here: Ice) = 4 . 13 9
I	 Characteristic length of aircraft and free-flying body
V- Relative speed, body--medium
Model scale = IFS
IM
= g m
G^  Body-density ratio	 1?FS
Relative air density
S IT)	 ^o
With the indices:
21
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FS	 Aircraft (full scale)
o	 ISA, H = 0
H	 ISA, :i ..** 0 (flight  altitude )
3.	 Simulation Laws
The forces acting on the ice particle are:
•	 The aerodynamic force L
•	 The mass inertia T, and
•	 Gravity G.
Thus, the first similarity law must be:
Lm 	 __ IFS
T 
	
TFS	 ( > >
In addition, the limiting requirement must be taken into account
that the occurring longitudinal accelerationab have to be derived
in the same ratio as the earth's acceleration. That is:
Gm	 GF S	 ( 2 )
T 	 TFS
Thus, the Froude law must be fulfilled
	
2	 2
Vm	
LFS -	 ( 3 )
9m ( m	 9FS (FS
At the flight altitudes under consideration( H ti 2000 m)we may set:
9m	9FS	 ( 4 )
Thus, ( 3) is simplified to:
2
( 
	
^m	 m (3a)
	
FS2	 IFS	 A
From eq. (1) results the following relation:
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a
2	 2	 2	 2
CL . 4L m m . Im 	 CLFS VI'FS IFS ' IFS
3M bm 
I m 	 FS * bFS * IFS
and from this, with C x C :
LM	 IFS
vm2 _
	
^• C	 ( 1b)
"FS 
2
For complete simulation of the required criteria, we must have:
§ .6 = 1	 ( 5 )
as a comparison of (lb) with (3a) shows.
In the applicaiton of the model, this means:
1. The rel. air density P is usually determined from the flight
altitude H and the density in the wind tunnel
2. The scale factor X is usually specified from the stock of
suitable models, thus:
3. The velocity ratio is already determined and
4. The density of the model particle: (
	 )m
is specified from:	 _ QFS
Qm	 (5 Q FS —
For body and path quantities, there results the following
scales for "complete simulation":
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Quantity radio FS/m
	 Scale
a;
Length a
Velocity 4—Al
Time r`
Longitudinal acceleration
Body density $
Air density
ti
4
Stagnation pressure 1'^
Aerodynamic lift
Mass inertial forces X31I
Gravitational forces
Sometimes, the scale requirement for the model body density
M =  FS
	
( 6 )
cannot be followed exactly. Reasons for this can be both in the
procurement of material, and in the photographic limits of path
recording.
In such compulsory deviations from requirement (6), only the
simulation law (1b)
2
I^	
Ar m	
=	 . G
Ir
FS
is fulfilled; the simulation is "incomplete". Nonetheless, the
achieved model results can be valid, dL for instance:
p, $ ^= S • 6 (-- 2, U
is valid. As proof, we can use a velocity variation. The scale
table contains the "incomplete" simulation of the following picture:
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Quantity ratio FS/m	 Scale
Length
Velocity
Time
Longitudinal acceleration 'A
^•6
Body density
Air density 4
Stagnation pressure
Aerodynamic lift h3
Mass inertial forces G'
Gravitational forces
4.	 Applied Example
V
°DFS 
= 200 kn = 102,9 m/s
H = 1,8 km
	 =	
L F S	
- 0,8382
M
IFS =	 X	 = 15
M
The best-possible model for the model ice would be:
= Q; c M
	 Q
	
0, 918	 1	 = 0,112	 gyp. S 2
	
9,81	 018382	
M
m
or	 fm - ?m • g = 1,1 93
cm
^m ti 0,4 93
We have available:	 Wood:	 cm
Acrylic glass: m ^ 1,19 93
cm
Teflon:
I-m 2, 22 3
cm
i
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The weight requirement is best met by acrylic glass, whereas--
as pretests showed--teflon is best for the path simulation.
In order to have a representative statement on the path profile
of a separated ice particle on the full-scale item, comparison tests
with different weight meerials are to be performed on the model.
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REPORT Ef 586, Part 3
Subject: Wind Tunnel Investigations on Ice Separation from the VFW 614
Measurement Report of Measurements WX 75-13.
Summary: Tests on ice separation were conducted on the flight test-
ing model of the VFW 614 on a 1:15 scale in the VFW Fokker wind
tsr.ael with the goal of determining the possible origin of ice
particles which can get into the engine inlet.
As possible ice separation locations, there were three primary
candidates:
1. Radome region
2. Cockpit region
3. Leading wing edge in the engine region
(Summary continued on next page)
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Summary (continued)
I.	 Measured Results
For the investigated flight condition v	 200 kts; oC = 0 ... 40;0.
A = 0 0 1 K = -6 1 H lb 6000 ft , on the basis of the measured results
we can say:
1.	 Radome Region
In the upper region of the radome ice pack, any separating
particles follow flight paths--at angles of incidence of 0 < oG c
 40
--which lead near the engines in the x, z-plane. In the x, y-plane
this path curve depends on the angle of sideslip P. If A = 0, the
flight paths run outside the engine plane, but for smaller sideslip
angles, they could endanger an engine, if
© -5 ° 6 .8 4 0° for the Bb engine
® 0 0
.4 /3
	
:S 50 for the Stb-engine
Since during the test flight, only sideslip angles of 13ti 00
were used, a damage to the engines by "Radome ice separation" is not
very likely for the studied state.
2. Cockpit Region
The flight paths of the ice particles breaking off from the
cockpit region were higher than the engine inlets in the measure-
ments, so that possible engine damage is very unlikely.
3. Leading wing edge in the engine region
Ice particles breaking off the leading wing edge can endanger
the engines. The conducted measurements showed that ice separation
in the area of ca. 0.5% I (y) on the Fressure side up to ca. 1% I(y)
on the suction side is particularly critical for the studied state.
II. Note
It must be expressly pointed out that all measured data and
statements of this report relate exclusively to the simulated ice
separation on the studied flight stand. The selected size of "ice
28
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particles and their separation positions were specified and thus
under some circumstances, can differ from reality.
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In connection with the investigations to explain the origin of
the damage, in the period from 11/28 to 12/9/75, measurements were
conducted in the VFW Fokker wind tunnel with the 1:15 flight-testing
model.
Since damage to the engines is supposed to be caused by loosened
ice particles, the goal of these measurements was to determine the
flight profiles of these particles.
The following regions were considered possible separation
positions:
1. Radome
2. Cockpit
3. Leading wing edge in the engine area.
2.	 Measurement Set-Up
2.1 Description of the Model
The measurements on trajectory description were conducted with
the available 614 Flight testing model (MP 69-14, scale 1:15). The
model (without HLW) installed in the measurement lane was modified
to simulate loosening ice particles as follows:
a) Fuselage nose
Installation of openings in the radome and cockpit area for
the insertion of a device for ejecting the simulated "ice".
b) Wing
Insertion of two magnetic rails with an electromagnet in the
leading wind edge.
c) Whole Model
Model painted black to reduce light reflection.
30
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1^` • Drttl^^
l
2
lJm/enKlt^llP 3	 1~-^
--IL
5
6
Key: 1-A3 wire; 2-tie rod 3-guide pulley 4-A3-bearing 5-"ice
particles" 6-stamp
I
1
1
1	
14
/!l	 3
2	 E/Pk/romognet
Key: 1-magnetic rails 2-"ice particles" 3-electromagnet
3
L',16'rom09
2.2 Ice Build-up on the Fuselage
As potent:-al ice separation positions in the forward fuselage
area, two regions came into consideration:
1. Radome
2. Cockpit
31
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2.2.1	 Radome Region
Since no information is available on the ice build-up during
the test flight, the position and size must be specified on the basis
of earlier "ice build-ups".
The radome build-up of 50 to 60 mm diameter established for the
model measurements, was simulated by irregular plastic applications
of 0-3 mm to better simulate the actual nose air circulation.
2be zW
Esorua ^zes' 3
Key: 1-model scale 1:15; 2-region of solid ice build-up 3-height of
solid ice build-up
The separation of ice particles could be simulated at two
radome positions with the installed ejection device.
Position 1 
	
^^	 Radome peak
6
Position 2	 Radome edge
32
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Windshield wiper
65	 area
Position 4
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2.2.2	 Cockpit Region
According to statements by VFW 614 pilots, during the "ice
flights", larger ice blocks formed on the cockpit windshield wipers,
M,
	
	
which sometimes also broke off. In the model test, this was simulated
by the ejection device installed at position 4.
2.3 Ice Build-up on the Wing
In normal flight operations, the formation of ice on the leading
wing edge should be prevented by the deicing system installed in the
VFW 614. To implement the test program, this system was not switched
on immediately in the "damaged flight" in spite of the prevailing
icing conditions.
According to the pilot, a rapidly increasing ice charge formed
on the leading wing edge, which began to disintegrate after switching
on the deicing system, with the frequent separation of ice particles.
But more precise statements about the size, location and nature
of these ice particles could not be given, so that a larger number of
possible separation positions had to be investigated for the model
tests.
The sketch below shows the 4 selected separation positions.
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Ice Positions on the Wing
1Fis^yo_s^ 	 3
20 GCY^ r^`s.'^sfi k^ 
FJS SlclGk b 3	 4
3q- --	 - -	 > Lu9e/n^.re i^1 7,,1Miverkr .
orucksc,k 5 	 Sc /^r^,tt
0,5 1/a ecyl
/NIET 300
Key: 1-ice position 2-intake side
3-ice piece 4-leading wing
edge in engine cross-section
YO -/v ely	 5-compression side
3a -	 --	 -
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Eislu e 2	 Fislo e 4
•	 ^^ = f	 , - - H^ ^ 000	 ; '' _ i °^	 _	 ^^,"^ f^
b	 ^^((Korn-'
	 i ISLrJ.^ J
HE 1330 -	 1
t
.o	 u
tt^	 O
;-+ f j; 90 w	 V^
3000
Key: 1-ice position 2-radome peak
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2.4 Simulation of Ice Particles
2.4.1 Radome and Cockpit
At the radome (positions 1 and 2) and cockpit (position 4), the
breaking "ice particles" are represented by small blocks and are
pressed out from the described positions from the fuselage nose by
means of the sketched device.
1
1 m r^^ rf'I'^ l^„
	
^1 ^!
	 2
,, ^A*
EZ
3
fu,'' EJSS^ ,rkP	 r	 4
Key: 1-g ►:ide pulley 2-rope for operation of the stamp 3-chamber for
"ice particles" 4-stamp
The different-sized blocks had the following dimensions
C
	
	 2 = a c 3 mm
2 ^ b L 3 mm
b	 2 < c ^E 5 mm
J
As discussed in part 2 of this report: "Similarity laws as a
Preparation of Wind Tunnel Tests with Ice Separation", for the model
tests, a material of 3' Q. 1,1 gr/cm3 should gave been used.
For reasons of photographic flight-path recording however, the
main fraction of measurements was conducted with "ice particles" of
white teflon. Pretests had shown that only very bright particles
reflect sufficient light for a photographic recording of flight paths.
The sole suitable material available waS teflon with Z;.- 2.2 „rffC:m .
In addition, some tests were performed with acrylic glass
1,2 gr,.•, and wood -fir z 0, v Lr/ern 3 in order to get a mo re repre_,.
sentative idea of the Math pr,_,T .le in the full-scale: design.
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2.4.2 Leading Wing; Edge
The simulated wing ice particles consisted of a thin, magnetic
piece of sheet metal which was held in place by an electromagnet
until its release from the leading wing edge.
By gluing on various materials to these sheet-metal strips, a
total of 14 types with differing density and volume were prepared.
Samples of these "ice particles" are found in the measurement documen-
tation in the wind tunnel.
Ice type Weight	 Volume	 Spec. Weight
/^
F Cirr 3 P/ Cm 3
ti t  s
G, S
-/_,5
y A
x^ 7
_X_2
„^°,'	 0, 1 -
®, 30
005
a ©, 0 33
= O,DbE^
01033,X3
X 4 y	 01 f0 k 0, 066
X r^ Df CiS - G;^^T ^ 1
X 6
X 7
_o, fo
0, 20
01 30
= ^, Aso
z 0,043
0, 73
-^.?, r^
Y.$
-	 70
-	 6 ,2
X '^
X11
0, "5
0, 05
0, N3
: 0, l ° -	 0,3
X 12 z	 J. to - 0.336
It
2.5 Measurement Set-up in the Wind Tunnel
Of the various possibilities for flight-path determination of
simulated ice particles, a photographic representation was a low-cost
method. During its flight, the "ice particle" was illuminated
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several times on its way from the break-off point to the engine plane
by a stroboscope, and all these "flash photographs" were recorded by
a camera.
To reduce the disturbing light reflection from the model and
tunnel walls, the y were blackened and the measurement-lane windows
were darkened.
The "ice ejection device" at the fuselage nose and the electro-
magnet for the "wi=-ed ice attachment" could be operated from outside
the measurement lane.
O	 o
Lu!►e clCr i!im ro i
p J^i AUfiltrhnfo/r
Von doeil
	 2
3 # /sei( Iur Be -
McJ3s/i^C/-?n1^'rzsr^r
	
% t/Janq der
b von/1ch^l/ng
4
zo-,'7 ,e'er /fn;-,em
_f(^	 Cr'! i^C'RaUF'
\	 C	 l
8	 ^l(i1u1:1 rr 	 6
\	 ^IUCIPf( U/lCl
^^eG^SfiPCB ^7{J4/1de 	 .5`rpv0-stop
i	 I	 i
ooO
Measurement Set-up for "Ice Separation" from the Radome and Cockpit
Key: 1-location of camera for photography from above 2-rope to operate
the ice ejection device 3-darkened measurement-lane window
4-location of camera for photography from the side 5-ejection
device installed into nose 6-opening for "ice ejection" from
fuselage 7-stroboscope 8-model and tunnel walls blackened.
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2
3	 f /: 0.2 jki /Vl?n?a/A
I y( r'.t I J7 v tj
5
,i^^ [^.YfS	 j//^4 M^rtCl ^^y^t
7
S•rem -
u^`c`tft• 1flJIle rfla -
nl.'f^ •fr►^
0
Measurement Set-up for " Ice Separation" from the Wing
Key: 1-measurement -lane window darkened 2-location of camera for
photography from the side 3-"ice particles" on the wing 4-mag-
netic rails with electromagnet 5-switch to loosen the "wing ice"
6-model and measurement -lane walls blackened 7-power source for
electromagnets
3.	 Implementation of Testing
3.1 General Information
Specified test parameters, besides the supposed ice separation
positions of radome, cockpit and leading wing edge, for the flight
state when engine damage occurred, were:
Vao	 Co	 200 kts
(
an	 0 ... 4 °
!j H	 0 O
^M	 --- -60
	
Altitude .
	 6000 ft
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The model measurement was performed with the 1:15 VFW 614
flight testing model MP 69-14, without HLW; without modified
leading wing edge; with engine gondola; T K = -6 °.
The similarity conditions to be met as completely as possible
in each model test were determined in this case primarily by the
inertial forces — 4•y 2 and the gravity ^^,g 9 I or by their ratio
of the Froude coefficient:
Fr =	
Z	
=	 y 2
(see also part 1 of this report).
Besides the selected test speed of V OD _- 26 m/ s ( s q
o, 
ti 42 kp/ m2
to reinforce the applicability to the full-scale design, measurements
with vco iz-, 37 m / s ( = qOD A:^ 85 kp / m2 ) or vOD = 40 m/ s	 qco 100 kp / ml )
were conducted for several configurations.
For the same reason, besides teflon with ?-` 2,2 p/ cm  , two
other materials were selected for ice simulation at radome and cockpit:
Wood with	 0,5 P/ cm  and
Plexiglass
	 1,2 p/ cm3.
For the wing ice simulation, a total of 12 "ice particles" of
differing size and density were used (section 2.4.2).
3.2 Determination of Approach Paths at the Radome and Cockpit
As already described in sec. 2.4.1, the best qualitative
flight path photographs were obtained when using teflon blocks to
simulate the "ice".
For each test, the ejection device sketched on page 38 was
filled with 5 or 6 such blocks. After setting the test parameters
( goo ,0. , 13 ) the stamp was moved forward slowly by the rope leading
out of the measuring lane. Thus, the "ice particles" were pressed
in sequence to the model surface and carried off by fae tunnel air
flow. During its flight from the fuselage nose down to the engine
40
Fplane, each particle's position was determined by stroboscopic
photography. From the particle spacing between two photographs and
the flash-photography sequence, the average particle speeds can be
determined.
The path profile in the x, z-plane and x, y-plane was determined
by the two photography positions:
1. From the side
2. From above.
In the preliminary tests it turned out that at a stroboscope
flash frequency of f = 100 Hz, the majority of path positions could
be adequately determined. The entire 	 program was thus
performed at this flash frequency.
3.3 Determination of Approach Paths at the Wing
In contrast to the radome and cockpit ice separation, "magnetic
ice particles" were held securely to the leading wing edge by an
electromagnet. After switching off this electromagnet, the "ice
particles" were carried off by the wind tunnel flow and their paths
were photographed.
4
	
	 Due to the low light reflection of the "ice particles", the
image quality achieved in the radome and cockpit tests could not be
duplicated. The relatively black electromagnet and the reduction
in magnetic force by the provisional installation of magnetic rails
caused the separation of "ice particles" to occur often before
triggering the camera. To prevent frequent repeat measurements,
an additional observation record was kept.
3.4 Measuring Program
For reasons of cost and time, the selecti.-:^ of test parameters
was limited to the data reported in the test flight. The following
wind tunnel logs provide an overview of the measuring program.
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WIND TUNNEL LOG	 Project: WX 75-13, 614 Ice Separation
Model position: 3	 Model: 614 Flight Testing Model 1:15
Month/year:	 12/75	 without HLW; no modified leading wing edge
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WIND TUNNEL LOG	 Project: WX 75-13, 614 Ice Separation
Model position: 3 Model: 614 Wing test model 1:15, no HLW; no modified
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4.	 Test Results
4.1 General Information
Although an analysis of measured results by Ef2 was not included
in the test authorization, the essential results will be described
briefly.
Through the limitation of test parameters to data of the test
flight, the measurements cannot give any extensive statement about
the danger to engines from breaking ice particles. On the basis
of the available results, it should be possible to estimate other
flight paths, e.g. ice separation from the leading wing edge with
extended flaps, likewise ice separation from other positions of the
radome.
An overview of existing flight-path photographs of radome,
cockpit and wind ice-separation is found on pages 46-54. For cost
reasons, only two sets of flight profiles were produced, and one
set was sent to Eo as the purchaser, whereas the second set remained
in the VFW Fokker wind tunnel.
4.2 Ice Separation from the Fuselage
The existing flight path photographs were sorted by test param-
eters using the film log and assigned to various flight path classes
(pages 46-50).
Next, the individual configurations were examined for their
probability of hits in the engine and classified accordingly (pages
51-54)•
Since the ice type Y3(plexiglass) with a spec. weight of
^:,- 1,2 gr/r_m 3 which comes closest to the spec. weight for the model
test of r- 1,1 gr/cm 3 , in the evaluation of the flight path photos
of the different ice types, the following items must be taken into
account:
a) The photos with ice type 11 correspond approximately to the state
of an approximately 4 0 larger angle of incidence.
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b) The photos with ice type Y2 correspond approximately to the
state of an approximately 20 smaller angle of incidence.
Thus, for the examined ice separation positions from the fuselage
there results the following probability of damage to the engine for
the individual configurations:
Probability of' t
danger to
Ice p
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In summary, it was found that for all three release positions,
similar flight paths resulted for differing angles of incidence:
S^^ S14 ^' i /S 10 ^P2 IOL,tofe 4
y7 oma = ^Q...^^ " ,,( _ 0... 2
y :z - f2...14'" x -2 -2... 0
92 a--2°	
.,.
a- o.
. x K-2^	 a ar 46
Key: 1-ice type 2-ice position
The different test bodies had similar flight paths in the x, y-
plane. The influence of the differing densities showed up primarily
in the x, z-plane, where comparable flight paths occurred for diff-
erent angles of incidence.
kslo t^fe
2
^iSlyP Y3EtSlup 91 ^ Eis/t!p _' 1 2
Key: 1-ice position 2-ice type
i.e. ice type Y1( 3' - 2,2 gr/ cm 3 )at CC -z; 6 °had a similar flight path
profile as ice type Y2(a" x 0,5 gr, m3 ) ato-' = 0 0 o ice type Y3
( T= 1,2 9r/ cm 3 )at OC-^20.
4.3 Ice Separation from the Wing
The performed tests showed that on the wing intake side in the
range of 0% to about 1% L(y) breaking ice can lead to damage to the
engines.
Due to the underpressure prevailing at these places, the "ice
particles" are lifted up and frequently fly:
a) just under the engine gondola
b) against or beside the gondola, or
c) into the engine gondola. A tabular evaluation of measurements is
presented in pages 36-59.
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4.4 Determination of the Average Ice Particle Velocity when
Separated from the Fuselage
From the spacing of two ice particles, the average velocity
between these positions can be roughly calculated if the transit
time is known.
By neglecting the particle acceleration:
ds or	
_ d s
dt	 vm	 Q t
Here:
1.	 As = m . A s' [m]	 m = scale factor photo/model test
A so	
spacing of two particle positions on
the photo
As = spacing of two particle positions
in the model test
2.	 t = f Cs1	 f = stroboscope flash frequency
V
m 
= m	 as' . f [m/ s1
A compilation of the determined particle velocities for QE 8892
(i wing front edge in the engine region) is found in pages 63-65.
The overview below gives some indication of the influence of
angle of incidence, sideslip angle, "ice position" and "ice type".
In summary, we can say that
1. The influence of angle of incidence could not be determined for
the small number of flight path photos.
2. The particles separating in the cockpit region have a somewhat
greater speed at the front wing edge than the "radome particles".
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3. No significant influence of sideslip angle could be determined
in the existing flight path photos.
Trend: P > 0°	 —7 0/3 > V1j -o-
4. The influence of stagnation pressure on the velocity ratio vm/vC,
due to the relatively large stagnation width of the few measured
values, could not be determined.
S.	 The small-density test bodies attain greater velocities at
about the same geometric dimensions.
A rough determination of the kinetic energies of the various
test bodies shows that they are on the same magnitude:
_ m_ V2
Ekin	 2
Fkin Y1
	
Ekin Y2	 Ekin Y1
Ekin Y2	 Ekin Y3	 Ekin Y3
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5. Summary
The wind tunnel measurements "To Determine Flight paths of
Separated Ice Particles" performed with the VFW 614 showed for the
studied flight status:
't Elevation	
6000 ft
vOD
	 200 kts
°
^K	
^6
a	 0 ... 4
z 00
that ice particles released both from the radome and at certain
positions of the leading wing edge can be the source of engine
damage.
Engine damage through cockpit ice-separation is viewed as
unlikely.
For the specific case of simultaneous damage to both engines,
as occurred .:luring the TFW 614 Test Flight, a radome ice-separation
cannot be entirely e,c?_uded as the origin of the damage, but it is
viewed as unlikely. The tests showed that only at sid3slip angles
of 0 ° do the flight paths come near the engine, whereas or. the
opposing wing side, they run farther to the outside.
In the sketch below we find those ice-separation zones which
represent an acute danger for the engines in the studied flight
state.
6.	 Conclusions
In conclusion, it must be e:.Lpressly pointed out again that the
statements on possible engine damage through released ice particles
relate exclusively to the assumptions on model status and location
of ice separation points in this test.
u
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Ice Separation Positions which Can Lead to Damage to the Engines
Key: 1-configuration 2-ice separation in these regions can lead
to engine damage 3-danger to the Stb engine 4-danger to the
Bb engine 5-radome peak 6-intake side 7-pressure side
8-from 0.5% on the pressure side to 1% on thp intake side
0-40.
0
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Whether ice particles indeed occur at the assumed positions
(and also break off) and whether they can cause damage to the engine
through their mass, is not the subject here.
But if investigations in this regard should confirm the chosen
separation positions, it is suggested: To prevent the generation of
ice build-up on the leading wing edge in the engine area by suitable
means in any event.
For the case that ice particles separating from the radome or
other positions could cause damage due to their size, appropriate
wind tunnel investigations should be performed for the flight modes
under consideration.
7.	 Annex
Annex to report EF 586, part 3.
Compilation of flight path photos.
The two existing copies are located at:
1. at Eo 2
2. at the VFW-F wind tunnel
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REPORT Ef 586, part 4
Subject: Summary of the Most Important Results of the Wind Tunnel
Measurements on the Ice Flight Paths using the VFW 614 Model
t11
Summary: This part of the report gives a rough overview of the
results of wind tunnel tests performed on the subject "Ice
Flight Paths on the VFW 614".
Since a detailed final report is not yet completed, this
summary will serve as a preinformation of the most important
results.
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1.	 Genera? Information
Within the frame of investigations on the icing problem of the
VFW 614, wind tunnel tests were performed in the VFW-F wind tunnel
for the purpose of determining possible flight paths of separating
ice. The ice separation was simulated at 4 illustrated positions
on the 1:15 scale model.
Pos. t
Radome peak
Pos. 2	 s	 Radome edge
•^ f8
Pos. 3
	
Leading wind edge in the
engine area
I
i
Windshield wiper area
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Under consideration of similarity laws (see part 2), the ice
separation was simulated via special features on the model and the
flight paths of the flying particles were registered photographically.
A detailed test description and the evaluation and documentation of
all results will appear in a future report.
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2.	 Scope of Testing
In 83 test points, a total of more than 350 flight path tests
was performed, of which ca. 200 were registered photographically.
The following parameters were varied during the testing:
-angle of incidence eL
-sideslip angle A
-ice separation position
-ice shapes
-spec. weight r'
-incident flow stagnation pressure
0 .4 a C 14°
-5 0 , 0 0, +50
Pos. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Typax, y
0, 5 4 t 4 7, 8 gr / cm3
q = 20, 42 1 85, 100 kp / m2
3.	 Results
3.1 Pos. 1: Radome Peak
The ice separating from the radome peak flys under the wing
at an angle of incidence of 0 t at c 10 °. Not until angles of aC > 12 °
are reached do the paths of the ice particles lead into the vicinity
of the engine.
3.2 Pos. 2: Radome Edge
The engine lies in the scattering range of ice flying off from
this position. At angles of incidence of a= 0 ° the majority of
ice particles flies under the wing. Ato[= 40 , the flight paths
lie directly in the engine area, whereas at oC= 60 , the majority
of particles fly off over the engine.
3.3 Pos. 3: Leading Wing Edge in the Engine Area
Simulated ice particles released near the stagnation point of
the leading wing edge fly at angles of incidence of 2° 4 oc 4 4 0
directly into the engine inlet. In order to eliminate uncertainties
in the application of similarity laws, in these tests the important
similarity parameter--the specific weight of the particle--was varied.
But for all used particle types ( 0, 5< e/_ 7,8 qr/cm 3) hits in the engine
inlet were registered in this flight mode.
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3.4 Pos. 4: Windshield Wiper Location
From this position, the ejected particles tend to get into the
engine area only at small angles of incidence ( a[ -i 0 0 ) . At
a > 2 0 the flight paths lead out over the engine.
4.	 Summary
The tests described here have shown that ice forming in and
separating from the regions: Radome, leading wing edge in the engine
area, windshield wiper, follows flight paths in the flight range
under discussion ( 0 < oc -< 4 °• v x 200 kts ) which lead to the00
immediate vicinity of the engine inlet or directly into the engine.
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